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01. Brasil (Aquarela Do Brasil) 02. Voce 03. Aguas De Marco (Waters Of March) 04.
Searching 05. Some Enchanted Place 06. Incendiando 07. Vida (If Not You) 08. Este Seu
Olhar / Promessas 09. Driving Ambition 10. Rio 11. A Sorte Do Amor (The Luck Of Love) 12.
No Tabuleiro Da Baiana
Eliane Elias-vocals,piano,keyboards Take 6-vocals (3) Mark
Kibble-vocals (3,6,9) Amanda Brecker-vocals (4) Ed Motta-vocals (7) Roberto
Menescal-vocals (2),guitar (2, 10) Marcus Teixeira-guitar (1,3,6,7,9,12) Marcelo
Mariano-electric bass (1,3,6,7,9,12) Marc Johnson-acoustic bass (2,4,5,8,10,11) Edu
Riberio-drums (1,3,6,7,9,12) Rafael Barata-drums (2,4,5,10) Mauro Refosco-percussion
(1,3,5,7,9) Marivaldo dos Santos-percussion (5,9) Rob Mathes-orchestral arrangement

If you've never been to Brazil, consider Eliane Elias as a goodwill ambassador with Made In
Brazil. It is a triumphant return for the pianist/vocalist to her native land to record her first album
there since relocating to the United States in 1981.

There is a delicacy to how Elias chooses and approaches the material. There is no genuflecting
to pop music as there was on Light My Fire (Concord, 2011). Here Elias is all about adult
emotions and days of "wine and roses" gorgeously captured on her original, "Searching." Elias
called upon Rob Mathes to handle orchestral arrangements on seven of the 12 tracks which
were recorded in London at the legendary Abbey Road Studios. Never overbearing or
overblown, Mathes utilizes the strings to enhance the dreamily romantic atmosphere of Made In
Brazil.

You might think by now Elias would have covered the Antonio Carlos Jobim classic "Aguas de
Marco (Waters of March)." After all she dedicated a tribute to her countryman, Eliane Elias
Sings Jobim (Blue Note, 1988), but somehow she bypassed "Waters of March." That oversight
is remedied by inviting the vocal group Take 6 to join in with some R&B sweetness as Elias
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deftly provides a sparkling solo on the Fender Rhodes.

When a musician is wearing as many hats as Elias is here as a producer, composer, lyricist,
arranger, musician and vocalist there is an inherent risk of coming up short somewhere, but
there are no notable lapses. Whether Elias is dueting with daughter Amanda Brecker on "Some
Enchanted Evening" with band mate and husband Marc Johnson on acoustic bass or joined by
composer Roberto Menescal who adds his vocals to "Você" and guitar on "Rio," the results are
nothing short of blissful perfection.

Switching gracefully between English and Portuguese, Made In Brazil is a sensual, sexy,
swaying journey through Elias' native heart. Beyond any doubt it proves you can go home
again.

Elias has firmly established herself as an consummate talent whether she is behind the
keyboard or in front of the microphone. The artist presented in these twelve tracks is an assured
and polished professional who brings a subtle delicacy to this music. Made In Brazil is another
glittering gem in Elias' crown as the luminary leader of contemporary bossa nova, samba and
Brazilian jazz. ---Jeff Winbush, allaboutjazz.com

Throughout her career, Eliane Elias has delivered a steady stream of sophisticated, smartly
conceived albums showcasing her adroit piano skills and delicate vocal style. Her 2015 effort,
Made in Brasil, is no exception and finds her celebrating her Brazilian heritage with a handful of
adeptly produced Bossa Nova and jazz songs. Once again working with longtime collaborators,
producer Steve Rodby and husband/producer/bassist Marc Johnson, Elias continues to forge
her own niche on Made in Brasil, combining jazz, both contemporary and straight-ahead, with
her longstanding love of traditional and modern Brazilian styles of music. On her previous
album, 2013's I Thought About You: A Tribute to Chet Baker, Elias stuck primarily to jazz
standards of the '30s and '40s. Here, she flows easily between classic Bossa Nova songs by
such legends as Antonio Carlos Jobim and Ary Barroso, as well as her own original
compositions. Along with acoustic bassist Johnson, backing Elias here are electric bassist
Marcelo Mariano, guitarist Marcus Teixeira, guitarist/vocalist Roberto Menescal, drummers Edu
Barata and Rafael Barata, and percussionist Marivaldo dos Santos. Also showcased on this
vocal-heavy album are singers Mark Kibble, Ed Motta, Amanda Brecker (Elias' daughter), and
the vocal ensemble Take 6. Ultimately, as with most of Made in Brasil, tracks like "Aguas de
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Marco (Waters of March)" w/Take 6, "Incendiando," and "Vida (If Not You)," featuring a soulful
performance from Motta, are sophisticated, lushly produced cuts that straddle the line between
crisp Bossa Nova, sultry contemporary R&B, and glossy crossover jazz. ---Matt Collar, Rovi
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